This book is a comprehensive, yet user-friendly, and clinically focused text on materials for dental hygiene that logically presents the theoretical aspects of materials while also making the clinical application to best prepare students to handle materials. The text’s unique strength is its outline approach to presenting materials information. This outline approach, consistent with the format of Wilkins, is preferred by the market because it is clear, to the point, and concise. Clinical Aspects of Dental Materials also incorporates useful chapter features, but no fluff, case studies, and skills checklists that can be used in the laboratory portion of the course.
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Customer Reviews
This book is written for dental hygiene students, but it would also make an excellent undergraduate dental text. It is organized by dental application and includes laboratory exercises at the end. The format is affordable soft cover and two-column outline text with well-chosen black and white figures. This book is less technical than Phillips’ (Skinner’s) Science of Dental Materials.

This book presents the information excellently! Very easy to follow, which made learning easier. I read every page of this book and it was easy to study from and find the important information to know. I passed the class that required this text with an A!

This is a well-written textbook. The information is given in a way that is easy to understand. A
couple of the chapters are a little “dry”, but overall it’s pretty good.

this item is wonderful my daughter kept it for reference even after her studies she still uses it for reference with her job

Everything I need for the class. Easy to understand for this hygienist!

The book is boring, but overall, OK. has self-quiz questions with answers, case studies, colorful illustrations, and photos, which are helpful for study.

You probably don’t have a choice on your purchase of this textbook, but it is really poor. There’s no glossary in a term heavy subject, and the explanations of complex processes are very vague.

i have cancelled the delivery and you have cancelled and paid my money back too.... till that its excellent, BUT BUT BUT.... I WONDER ITS DELIVERED TO MY ADDRESS GIVEN (WHICH IS MY FRIENDS, AND HE IS NOT AVAILABLE THERE, SO I CANCELLED THE ORDER WHEN I REALIZED IT)... WHICH IS REDIRECTED TO ME THRU A "BOX RE-DIRECTION" (a facility by courier there in USA, to my friends new address given there..... SO NOW I GOT THE BOOK WHICH I DONT WANT AT THE COST WHICH IS "FINE" FOR ME.... as i have paid 15 TIMES FOR TRANSPORTING TO MY LIVING ADDRESS..ANY way. ITS OK, AS YOU HAVE OVER ALL DOING GOOD SERVICE, EXCEPT IN THESE SMALL LACUNAE...my contact for more feedback:
+966 595695990
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